If u is integrable over the unit disc and u = Γix, where T is the Berezin operator then it is known that u must be harmonic. In this paper we give examples to show that the condition Tu > u does not imply that u is subharmonic, but we are able to show that the condition Tu > u does imply that u must be "almost" subharmonic near the boundary in an appropriate sense. We give two versions of this "almost" subharmonicity, a "pointwise" version and a "weak-star" version. We give applications of these results to hyponormal Toeplitz operators on the Bergman space.
If u is integrable over the unit disc and u = Γix, where T is the Berezin operator then it is known that u must be harmonic. In this paper we give examples to show that the condition Tu > u does not imply that u is subharmonic, but we are able to show that the condition Tu > u does imply that u must be "almost" subharmonic near the boundary in an appropriate sense. We give two versions of this "almost" subharmonicity, a "pointwise" version and a "weak-star" version. We give applications of these results to hyponormal Toeplitz operators on the Bergman space. Au(z) > 0 for all ζ G dD. Actually Theorem 2 gives a more precise "local" theorem. The main tool in the proof is a formula that represents Tu -u as an integral of Au times a positive kernel. This is the content of Theorem 1.
Introduction.

Let
Our second result of this type says that if Tu > u in D and if the measures Au(re ιθ )dθ have a weak-star limit as r -> 1 on some interval /, then that limit is a positive measure on /. This is Theorem 3.
In the second section we give two applications of the results of the first section. In [2] 
Section 1.
We begin with an example of a function u such that Tu > u in D but u is not subharmonic. Note that Λ(α) = J D \φ a \^ is continuous and Λ(0) = 2/3 so there exists δ > 0 such that Λ(α) > | if \a\ < δ. Now let u be any strictly convex function that is continuous and integrable on [0,1) such that u(0) -u{a) -0 for some 0 < a < |. Then we have u(r) < 0 for 0 < r < a and u has a minimum at a unique point /3, 0 < β < a. We further assume that β < δ. We regard uasa radial function on D. We claim any such u satisfies Tu > u. First suppose \a\ < β then u(a) = ^(|α|) < 0. On the other hand
the latter inequality is Jensen's. Hence 
Suppose u E C 2 (D) and 0 < r < 1, then starting from one of Green's identities we obtain the familiar formula
π y|ζ|< r T which we may rewrite as
2π Jo π J\ζ\< r ICI Next we multiply both sides of (2) by 2r and integrate on r from 0 to 1. We obtain
So far this is a purely formal calculation. To see what conditions are required on ?/, we look at the kernel K. We let f(x) = log ^ -(1 -#), then an application of Taylor's formula with remainder shows that
where 0 < x <t < 1.
From this we see that f(x) > 0, 0 < x < 1 and
So (3) holds if u e C 2 (P) and if
Now we wish to apply (3) not to u but to uo ψ z . This yields Proof Everything has been proved except (7) and (8) but they follow from (6) and the well-known identity
Recalling that
The following well-known estimate is proved by a straightforward calculation that we omit. 
+ ί Au(ζ)K(z,ζ)dA(ζ).
JDd.eV
We deal with the second integral: if \z -1| < e/2 and ζ G £>(l,e)', then 1 -ζz is bounded away from 0 and hence 
Note that this is
Here we have used (7) and (8) again as well as Lemma 1. Combining these estimates we have, for |1 -z\ < e/2,
Tu(z) -u(z) < -C o a(l -\z\ 2 )
2 log j which becomes negative as z approaches 1. Since w > 0 we can multiply both sides of this inequality by w(e ι^θ~^) and integrate on t. After interchanging the order of integration we get
Π
The next theorem says that if Tu > u and Δtό has a weak* limit on some interval, that limit is non-negative. Notice that for all k sufiBciently large w (e*^h"^) will have its support in /.
We have
= Jw{e-«)dμ{t) -jί
The first difference above goes to 0 as r k -> 1 by hypothesis. The second difference is bounded in modulus by
The first factor is bounded, by the principle of uniform boundedness and the second goes to zero as k -» oo by the uniform continuity of w. We have shown that J I w(e~i t )dμ(t) > 0 for all non-negative w{e~ι t ) continuous with . 2 , a minor rearrangement of (10) proves the theo- 
